
Using professional end of tenancy services a
new trend with tenants to protect deposits.
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More tenants are looking to use

professional cleaning services such as SYK

Cleaning to assist in end of tenancy

cleaning.

LONDON, US & UK, April 14, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- As the prices of

monthly rentals around London, and

more popular cities in the U.K. see a

surge to accommodate the rising

demand, some tenants are looking into

using more professional end of

tenancy services to assist with duties

such as cleaning, repairing, and general

maintenance. One such company

which has recently sparked interest for

end of tenancy cleaning is SYK Cleaning

in London.

While the lockdown restrictions have

left millions of Londoners and many

other citizens at home, a recent

property survey has revealed a spike in

new renters looking to move to bigger

and more prominent neighbourhoods.

With strict rental laws in and around

London, many are now using services such as SYK Cleaning to assist with end of tenancy

cleaning. Although private rental contracts can differ from landlord, borough, and city - some

claimed to have received a full return on their deposit when using proper cleaning services at the

end of their renting period.

SYK Cleaning which is a London-based cleaning service has seen its services become more and

more popular among young professionals, and families looking to relocate. Although smaller

apartments and houses can be a quick and easy clean for many tenants, SYK Cleaning uses

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://syk-cleaning.com/


professional cleaning equipment and trained staff. Mr Stefan Kiryakov, who is closely affiliated

with the cleaning company shared, “each tenancy contract is different, and it’s imperative that

tenants carefully read and understand what the end of tenancy regulations and procedures are.”

He added that “some contracts stipulate for the cleaning and maintenance of the entire rental

facility, while others only care for minor details such as windows and ceilings.” 

Previous customers of SYK Cleaning and Kiryakov have been able to receive a full return of their

deposits at the end of their tenancy contract. Although this can’t always be the case for all

customers, as other factors may influence the outcome. End of tenancy cleaning remains one of

the most important aspects - as some landlords can have an extremely high standard for

property hygiene. 

What has given SYK Cleaning and other companies rendering similar services exposure, is that

they offer more than a regular cleaning service but also incorporate other needs into standard

packages. Although retaining clients and generating ongoing support has been a challenge for

the company Kiryakov shares, there has now been a slow tendency in people looking for

professionals to get the job done. Companies such as SYK Cleaning are now showing Londoners

and renters across the U.K. that understanding and adhering to rental contracts can assist many

renters to hopefully receive a full return of their rental deposit once they decide to end their

contract. 

More about SYK Cleaning 

SYK Cleaning a London-based cleaning company that has garnered a favourable reputation

among tenants across the city. The company specializes in the professional cleaning of

apartments, homes, and larger houses. SYK Cleaning has assisted hundreds of highly satisfied

customers with end of tenancy cleaning. While the company ensures tenants the best possible

service and ultimate value for their money, SYK Cleaning is constantly looking for new and

improved methods to adhere to strict London rental laws and regulations. 

A team of professional staff members who have undergone the necessary training beforehand

uses the best and most advanced cleaning equipment, chemicals, and techniques to satisfy

every customer. 

Currently, SYK Cleaning has grown in popularity, as more and more families are looking to

relocate to newer and bigger rentals. Although the lockdown restrictions have slowed down the

movement of people, and that of the property market, SYK Cleaning has now become a trusted

service for young professionals in the greater London area. Additionally SYK Cleaning offers

attractive and budget-friendly pricing in a range of categories, from one bedroom apartments to

larger four bedroom homes. 

SYK Cleaning is an eco-conscious company that makes use of safe, non-hazardous, and

environmentally friendly chemicals regarding both the environment and more importantly the

healthy and safety of their customers and staff members.



Official Website

Stefan Kiryakov

SYK Cleaning, 184 Meads Ln, Ilford IG3 8NY
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